Monitoring and Reporting Ghost Nets
What to do when you find a net?

- Stop, think and act!
- Record/Release entangled fauna | Record species around ghost net
- Can a removal take place?
- If a removal is not possible take samples back with you, and report to ORP.
- Advised to keep Scissors, Gloves, Slate, Line hook and Camera on boat
- Immediately record GPS coordinates
Consists of two parts

- Ghost Net Data Input
- Marine Organism Data Input

Online Portal

www.oliveridleyproject.org
Part 1: about you | Part 2: about the Encounter

**PART 1: About you.**

Name:* Martin Steifox
E-mail:* oliver1@eyproject@yahoo.com

**PART 2: About the encounter.**

Date:* 01 / September / 2014
Island/Resort name:* Bandos Island Resort
Latitude: 4.26
Longitude: 73.49
Part 3: About the Net

Monofilament

Multifilament
Webbing Dimensions (mm)
Twine Diameter

Size in mm
Number of Ply and Strands

**Strand** (First Twist)

**Twine** (Second Twist)

**Ply** (Single Yarn)
Only record ply on one strand
Type of Knots

Single English Rachel (S/K)  Bootles English Knot (D/K)
Type of Twine

BRAIDED

TWISTED
Direction of twist

Clockwise = S Type

Anti clock wise = Z Type
Type of Material

Natural Fiber Yarn
- Coconut
- Cotton

Synthetic Fiber Yarn
- Polypropylene
- Nylon
Colour
Type of attachment
Further comments

- Record all species entangled or associated with this particular Ghost Net
- Any extra information that may help identify the Ghost Net origin

Screen shot from the Olive Ridley Project website
Upload Pictures

Picture upload:

Almost finished! Please be sure to submit your pictures to us including the image title and a brief image description. All files should be in JPEG format and submitted 1 at a time.

What we need:

Min of 1 picture showing the whole Ghost net (Conglomerate of nets).

Min of 1 picture showing each sample found in the conglomerate (pictures can only be uploaded one at a time).

Min of 1 pictures showing the most common knot in conglomerate.

Further pictures including any identifiable features such as Bamboo, bottles with a "made in sign" and any other image to help identify where the net originated from.

Thank you for your continued support.

Submit a new post

Title

Post content or file description

Your Media Files
Choose File: no file selected

Submit
Pictures needed
Any other attachments to help Identify the ghost net
Thank you 😊

Any Questions?